The University of Tokyo & The University of Chicago Joint Graduate Workshop & Faculty Roundtable
8:30-15:00, December 13, 2017 (Wed.)
First Meeting Room (3F)
Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia
The University of Tokyo
OPEN TO PUBLIC

8:30-11:30 GRADUATE WORKSHOP on Global Japan Studies
PANEL 1: FENG Naixi (UChicago) & Gukchin SONG (UTokyo)
Inhabiting Literary Beijing on the Eve of the Manchu Conquest
Between Desperado and ‘Conductor of the Revolutionary Movement’: Surveillance and Identity Negotiation on Interwar Pacific Liners
PANEL 2: Felix BORTHWICK (UTokyo) & KANAHARA Noriko (UChicago)
Searching for the Neoliberal Danchi: An Historical Investigation
Perceptions of Islam in the 1920s and 1930s Japan
PANEL 3: KIZUKI Nagisa (UTokyo) & Erin NEWTON (UChicago)
Regional, Ethnic or National Identity: The confused identification of Amamian Mentality and Masculinity in Crisis: sickbed diaries in Japan, 1938-45

11:30-12:30 LUNCH

12:30-15:00 ROUNDTABLE: Three Perspectives on Japanese Studies
Professor James KETELAAR
Departments of History and East Asian Languages and Civilization, the Divinity School, and the College, The University of Chicago
Professor SONODA Shigeto
Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia, The University of Tokyo
Professor NAKAJIMA Takahiro
Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia, The University of Tokyo

Organizer: The Global Japan Studies Network, The Uni. of Tokyo 主催: 東京大学国際総合日本学ネットワーク
Co-organizers: Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia, The Uni. of Tokyo 共催: 東京大学東洋文化研究所
Sponsored by the Top Global University Project スポンサー：スーパー・グローバル大学創成事業